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ABSTRACT 
 

There are orders of magnitude differences between the ~0.1 % (k=2) uncertainty of NIST reference detector calibrations 
and the uncertainty of night vision (NV) goggle measurements. NIST developed a night vision radiometer calibration 
facility and NV radiometer transfer standards. The transfer standards, that propagate the radiance responsivity scale to 
the military primary standards laboratories, are calibrated against a NIST reference radiometer. The reference 
radiometer has been calibrated on the NIST Spectral Comparator Facility (SCF) for spectral power and irradiance 
responsivities. Spectral considerations are discussed to lower the uncertainties of the radiance responsivity scale transfer 
to the test sets and then to the goggles. Since direct determination of the final uncertainties in goggle calibrations and 
measurements is difficult, models have been made to estimate the most important uncertainty components based on 
individual spectral measurements of the source distributions and radiometer spectral responsivities. It is also shown, that 
because of source spectral mismatch problems, the goggle measurement uncertainty at applications can be much higher 
than at calibration. A suggestion is being made to mimic the no-moon (stars only) night sky radiation distribution using 
several LEDs in the test-sets to decrease the large spectral mismatch errors. A broad-band correction factor has been 
developed to further decrease calibration uncertainty when the goggles to be used have different spectral responsivities 
than the standard. Geometrical considerations to optimize the radiance measurement angle and the out-of-target 
blocking are also discussed to decrease the uncertainty in the radiance responsivity transfer.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The night vision (NV) goggles are the key sensors for human beings for night operations. The goggles have several 
technical parameters that can be used to characterize them. The most important parameters are spatial resolution, field-
of-view, image distortion, transfer-gain (output luminance / input radiance), and spectral responsivity. The spectral 
responsivity is one of the most critical parameter for flying safety. The MIL-STD-3009 [1], written in 2001, shows the 
assumed night vision imaging system (NVIS) spectral response characteristics that shall be used to define NVIS 
compatibility criteria with aircraft lighting. The standard extends the NVIS radiance requirements from the previous 
defining document [2]. Though a full framework would be necessary for NVIS radiance measurement requirements, the 
new (2001) document does not address calibration aspects of the new NVIS technology.   
 
Because of the lack of standardized goggle calibrations, individually applied maintenance actions are performed, such 
as pass/fail tests to determine whether the goggle will perform as expected when it is used (or as it has performed in the 
past). At present, there are no standard criteria that state the goggle gain must be higher than some specified value. The 
users are tasked to locally establish a value based on past performance of the goggles that will satisfy their needs. There 
are some initial recommendations for each goggle type, but it is still the responsibility of the users to establish their own 
test methods. Also, in the past two decades, different source distributions have been applied in different test-sets. The 
earlier used tungsten lamps were replaced with LEDs. Some manufacturers use an 815 nm (peak) light emitting diode 
(LED) irradiating source in the test-sets when determining the transfer gain of the goggles. The transfer gain is the 
luminance at the eye-piece of the goggle divided by the radiance viewed by the goggle. The luminance is a photometric 
quantity that can be measured easily. However, the radiance viewed by the goggle has a spectral distribution and it is 
measured by the goggle which has a spectral responsivity different from the human visual system (the CIE standard 
photometric observer). Accordingly, the radiance viewed by the goggle needs a (broad-band) radiometric measurement 
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where photometric units cannot be used. The spectral distribution of the viewed radiance (in the test-sets) has not been 
standardized. The manufacturers claim that the calibration of the goggles using either a tungsten (close to Planckian) 
distribution or a narrow-band source distribution is satisfactory because the responsivity of the goggles is constant 
versus wavelength. They do not examine the errors when the broad-band night sky radiation is measured (at application) 
as compared to the narrow-band distribution of the LED (at calibration). According to the relative spectral responsivity 
characteristics of Classes A, B, and C in the MIL-STD-3009, the responsivity curves look flat (constant versus 
wavelength) because of the logarithmic responsivity scale used for illustration. However, as shown in Fig. 1, the 
spectral responsivity of different generation Gen-3 goggles can change significantly [3]. As an example, the Class-A 
standard and realized filter transmittance (cut-on) curves are also shown that will limit the goggle responsivities at the 
short wavelength side. A model is shown below to show the errors that the 815 nm LED source application and the 
constant goggle responsivity assumption can produce in night sky radiation measurements. The night sky irradiance 
distributions for full moon and no moon (only stars) [4] and the normalized spectral power distribution of a test set LED 
are shown in Fig. 2a on a logarithmic scale and in Fig. 2b on a linear scale (the full moon distribution is not shown here) 
to illustrate the difference in the wavelength coverage for the spectral range where the goggles are sensitive. 
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Fig. 1. Spectral responsivity curves of different generation Gen-3 goggles and the  
transmittance curves of the standardized Class-A and realized ITT [5] minus-blue filter. 

 
 

A recently published work examined the impact of goggle spectral responsivity changes on NVIS compatibility to 
aircraft interior lighting [6]. The goggle responsivity changes are caused by the changes introduced in image tube 
parameters and objective lens coatings. In the referenced publication, the authors believed it is necessary to develop and 
offer a more complete framework for NVIS related radiometric calculations. They started to explore the cockpit lighting 
compatibility issues associated with differing night-vision goggle spectral responsivity distributions. In addition to the 
relative spectral responsivity curves of the Class A and B goggles standardized in the MIL-STD-3009, they calculated 
the Class C relative spectral responsivity curve, using the transmission of the (“leaky green”) objective lens (from MIL-
STD-3009), and the spectral responsitivity of an ITT image intensifier (“hot”) tube responsive from 450 nm to 950 nm.  
 
In spectrally broad-band measurements, such as goggle calibrations, the detector spectral responsivities are to be 
standardized to perform uniform integrated responsivity (INR) measurements. Similarly to the standardized V(λ) 
function in photometry, the Class A, B, and C spectral responsivity curves can be used as reference goggle spectral 
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distributions. The goggle signals can be calculated as the product of the goggle spectral responsivity and the source 
spectral distribution seen by the goggle. If the realized (manufactured) detector spectral responsivity is different than the  
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   Fig. 2a. Spectral distribution curves of night sky   Fig. 2b. Spectral distribution curves of night sky (no 

irradiance and a test-set LED on logarithmic scales. moon) irradiance and a test-set LED on linear scales. 
 
 
 
standardized responsivity, large systematic measurement errors can be obtained if the source distribution to be measured 
is very different than the distribution of the source used at calibration. 
 
To avoid these large errors, in addition to the standardization of the detector spectral responsivity, the spectral power 
distribution of the source at calibration can be standardized (similarly to the CIE Illuminant A, D65, and other 
distribution functions) as well. In NV goggle calibrations, frequently an LED light source is used in the test-set. Since, 
the LED spectral power distribution is very different from the night sky distributions (during goggle applications), large 
goggle measurement errors can be obtained. The measurement uncertainties can be decreased if the source spectral 
distribution in the test-sets is standardized (at calibration) and the standardized spectral distribution is similar to the 
night sky radiation (at application). This standard source distribution function does not have to be equal to the different 
night sky radiation curves. It can be similar to those to obtain low calibration uncertainties. Similar considerations have 
been made in detector-based photometric and colorimetric calibrations [7]. This idea can be realized using several LEDs 
[8, 9] in a test-set instead of using one LED (that usually peaks around 815 nm). Also, a broad-band correction factor 
(similar to the color correction factor in photometry [7]) that can be easily applied for goggle spectral responsivities that 
are different than the standard curve, can be developed to decrease goggle calibration uncertainty.  
 
Applying the above discussed INR measurement considerations, the goggle transfer-gain calibrations can be made in a 
uniform way with low uncertainties. The suggested goggle calibration system is based on the standardized goggle 
responsivity functions in the MIL-STD-3009 and it is traceable to the SI units through the NIST detector responsivity 
scales. The suggested uniform calibration system could significantly improve the goggle measurement uncertainties. 
 
 

2. THE NIST REFERENCE DETECTORS AND RESPONSIVITY SCALES 
 
Participation of NIST in the night vision goggle calibration program started in the late 1980s after NIST developed the 
high sensitivity silicon radiometers [10]. The noise equivalent photocurrent of these radiometers was 10-16 A, similar to 
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the photomultiplier tubes the Army used for goggle calibrations before acquiring the NIST radiometer standards. A few 
years later NIST developed a night vision detector (radiometer) calibration facility (NVRCF) funded by the Navy. The 
NIST responsivity scale is derived from electrical-substitution cryogenic radiometers. Silicon trap-detector transfer 
standards are calibrated against these primary standards in radiant power measurement mode. The trap detectors are 
equipped with precision apertures to convert the power responsivity into irradiance responsivity. The trap detectors have 
relative combined expanded uncertainties of less than 0.1 % (k=2) [11]. The trap detectors propagate the reference 
responsivity scale to two other NIST responsivity calibration facilities. The first one, the Spectral Irradiance and 
Radiance Responsivity Calibration using Uniform Sources (SIRCUS) facility [11] is an extended version of the NVRCF 
and it can be used for general purpose detector irradiance and radiance responsivity calibrations. The other facility is the 
Spectral Comparator Facility (SCF) [12] which was used to calibrate the NIST night vision reference radiometer for 
both power and irradiance responsivity [13]. Several NV radiometer transfer standards were also developed at NIST for 
the Army, Navy, and the Air Force, to propagate the NIST radiance responsivity scale to the military primary standards 
laboratories. The radiance responsivity of these radiometers is typically determined at the NVRCF. The NIST 
luminance scale is transferred separately to the three services [14]. 
 
2.1 The NIST Reference Radiometer 
 
The NIST reference radiometer operates in irradiance measurement mode. The cross-section of the radiometer front is 
shown in Fig. 3. In front of the radiant power measuring silicon photodiode, there is a diffuser and a thin aperture 
attached to the front of the diffuser. The aperture determines the reference plane of irradiance measurements. The 
diffuser dominates the directional responsivity of the radiometer. The input geometry was optimized experimentally to 
obtain an angular responsivity close to the theoretical cosine function [13]. The field-of-view (FOV) limiter rejects 
optical radiation outside the radiometer FOV. The detector is temperature stabilized with a thermoelectric (TE) cooler at  
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The cross-section of the NIST night vision reference radiometer 
 
 
 
25 oC. The angular responsivity was measured using a small incandescent lamp at a separation of about 3 m and the 
radiometer was rotated around the center of the aperture. The measurement results are shown on Fig. 4. The solid line is 
the cosine function and the open circles are the measured data points. The results show, that the irradiance meter has an 
angular responsivity very close to the cosine function in a FOV of 11.6o (full angle). 
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Fig. 4. Relative angular responsivity of the irradiance measuring NIST radiometer standard 
 
 
2.2  The NV radiometer transfer standard 
 
The NV radiometer transfer standards, that propagate the NIST responsivity scale to the military primary standard 
laboratories, were developed at NIST to perform uniform spectral responsivity transfer and high sensitivity. The cross 
section of the radiometers are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The first generation radiometer is shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows 
the cross section of the second generation radiometer with a 90o rotation relative to the view for the photodiode holding 
block in Fig. 5. In both radiometers, the silicon photodiode is mounted in a temperature stabilized copper holder. The 
copper holder has a threaded hole where the photodiode can be mounted at a given position relative to the input optics 
using retainer rings and washers. Three nylon screws pull the copper holder against a copper heat sink with a TE 
cooler/heater in between. The heat sink is attached to the Aluminum housing. The photocurrent meter is mounted in a 
separate housing (not shown in these figures) which is attached to the bottom of the front part of the measuring head 
using a four-pin connector. The leads of the TE cooler and a thermistor (not shown) are soldered to the side connector. 
The input optics attached to the front of the radiometer is different in the two figures. The widely used PVS-7 input 
optics is shown in Fig. 6 and a simplified input optics (with a radiance measurement angle of α) is shown in Fig. 5. The 
design considerations and the angular radiance responsivity measurements are discussed below in Section 3.2. The 
silicon photodiode has high power responsivity in the spectral response range of the NV goggles. The high photodiode 
shunt resistance produces low amplification for the amplifier noise in the photocurrent meter, resulting in high 
sensitivity for the NV radiometer.  
 
The picture of the first generation radiometer transfer standard with the PVS-7 input optics is shown in Fig. 7. 
 
2.3 The NV radiometer calibration facility (NVRCF) 
 
The NV radiometer transfer standards are calibrated for radiance responsivity at the NVRCF. The scheme and the 
picture of the inside arrangement of the NVRCF are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The standard for the calibration is the NIST 
reference radiometer. The uniform source for the calibration transfer is a 20 cm diameter integrating sphere illuminated 
by a light source. The light source can be either a diode laser (as shown in Fig. 8) or a light emitting diode (LED) 
attached to the entrance port of the sphere.  For a diode laser, both the temperature and the current are controlled, for an 
LED, only the current is regulated. A silicon monitor detector compensates for intensity changes of the sources. 
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Fig. 5. Cross section of the front head of the NV   Fig. 6. Cross section of the front head of the new  
radiometer transfer standard using a biconvex lens  generation radiometer transfer standard with the  
input optics.      PVS-7 input optics. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Picture of the NV radiometer transfer standard with the PVS-7 input optics and the attached amplifier unit. 
 
  
 
The radiance, L, of the integrating sphere source is determined from a measurement made with the NIST reference 
radiometer. The flux transfer calculation is based on the geometry of the flux transfer unit.  The reference radiometer is 
calibrated for spectral radiant power responsivity ss(λ) [A/W] traceable to the NIST spectral responsivity scale [12].  
The radiant power responsivity for a given light source is calculated from ss(λ) and  the spectral distribution of the 
source. The radiant power responsivity of the reference radiometer for the LED is: 
 

 

∫
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where S(λ) is the relative spectral power distribution of the LED. 
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Fig. 8. Scheme of the NV transfer standard radiometer calibration at the NVRCF. 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Picture of the NIST Night Vision Radiometer Calibration Facility. 
 

  
 
The cosine-corrected reference radiometer has a sufficiently large acceptance angle for the flux transfer.  The irradiance 
responsivity of the reference radiometer is obtained from spatial responsivity integrals determined by a raster scanning 
procedure.  The effective area of the radiometer aperture is given by the ratio of its total irradiance responsivity to the 
radiant power responsivity in the center of the aperture.   
 
The radiance L of the sphere exit port is determined from the radiant power P from the source incident on the detector, 
and the geometric extent G: 
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The rS is the radius of the source (sphere) exit port aperture (≈ 27 mm), rD is the radius determined from the effective 
area of the radiometer aperture (≈ 4 mm), and d is the distance between the source aperture and the radiometer aperture 
(≈ 22.6 cm).  In our case, the units are W for P, W cm-2 sr-1 for L, and cm2 sr for G. 
 
As the second step, the NV radiometer transfer standard, with the attached PVS-7 input optics, is calibrated for the exit 
port radiance.  The transfer standard radiometer (as shown in Fig. 8) is placed and aimed at the center of the sphere exit 
port.  The separation between the sphere aperture and the front of the PVS-7 optics is only 50 mm because of the poor 
out-of-target rejection of the PVS-7 equipped radiometer (see below in Fig. 13).  At this separation, the sphere radiation 
overfills the radiance measurement angle of the transfer standard and the surrounding angular region where the device 
has undue sensitivity.  The radiance responsivity of the transfer standard is determined as the ratio of its output current 
to the radiance of the sphere exit port calibrated against the reference radiometer.  
 
The improvement of the out-of-target rejection using a simplified (biconvex) input optics (discussed in Section 3.2) 
decreased the 2.4 % (k=2) uncertainty component of the distance dependent radiance responsivity of the PVS-7 
equipped radiometer to less than 1 % (k=2). The combined relative expanded uncertainty of the radiance responsivity 
calibrations using the PVS-7 input optics is 3.0 % (k=2). 
 
 

3.  SCALE TRANSFER  
 
The military calibration laboratories further transfer the radiance responsivity from the NV radiometer transfer standard 
to their field NV radiometers. The field radiometers are similar to the construction of the above discussed NV 
radiometer transfer standard. The radiance responsivity transfer for the field radiometers is made using integrating 
sphere sources illuminated possibly with the same LED type used in the test sets. The field NV radiometers are used to 
calibrate the radiance of the test-sets. The goggles are calibrated against the test-set radiance. The spectral distribution 
of the test-set radiance is dominated by the LED spectral power distribution which is much narrower than both the night 
sky radiation and the goggle spectral responsivity range.  
 
In order to decrease calibration and measurement uncertainties it is necessary to analyze the spectral and geometrical 
issues during the radiance scale transfer from the NIST NVRCF to the military primary standard laboratories. The 
results and conclusions of the analysis below can be applied to the scale transfer from the military primary standard 
laboratories to the field test-sets. When the radiance scale transfer to the test-sets is performed according to the 
considerations discussed below smaller than 10 % (k=2) test-set radiance calibration uncertainties can be achieved. 
Otherwise, the uncertainties can be significantly higher. The additional uncertainties of the radiance scale propagation to 
goggle calibrations and goggle field measurements are also discussed below. 
 
3.1 Spectral considerations 
 
Spectral problems during the scale propagation from the NIST reference detector to test-sets, and then from the test-sets 
to the night vision goggles, can significantly increase the calibration uncertainties. However, when the spectral 
characteristics are different at the goggle calibration compared to the follow-on goggle applications, the goggle 
performance can be very different. To avoid these differences, the spectral issues during the radiance responsivity scale 
transfer and the following goggle calibrations and applications are to be analyzed. 
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3.1.1 Scale transfer from NIST to field test sets 
 
During the scale transfer, broad-band detectors (radiometers) measure broad-band sources. Photometric measurements, 
where the spectral responsivity of the photometer is standardized [7], are a good example to make uniform broad-band 
measurements. In the above discussed radiometric scale transfer, a similar standardization can be performed if the same 
silicon detector type is used in all night vision transfer standard radiometers.  
 
The responsivity transfer errors were modeled between LED measurements and laser calibrations using two different  
types of silicon photodiodes in the transfer standard radiometer. Two (available) LED source distributions were selected 
with similar peak wavelengths (692 nm and 697 nm) and different spectral coverage. Two lasers were used as the third 
type of source distribution and tuned to the two LED peak wavelengths. Figure 10 shows the Si photodiode spectral 
responsivities and the two LED spectral power distributions and one laser tuned to the peak of the 697 nm LED. 
 
Equation 1 can be used to calculate the INR of a detector for an LED source. For the laser lines, instead of the INR, the 
laser responsivity of the detector at the laser wavelength is used. 
 
Four INRs were calculated first (using Eq. 1) for two Hamamatsu (1227 and 1337) silicon photodiodes and the two 
LEDs. Then, each INR was compared to the laser responsivity by calculating the percent error between the INR and the 
laser (reference) responsivity. These examples are shown in Table 1 to illustrate the responsivity error propagations 
caused by using a different source (LED) at application (or scale derivation) than at calibration (laser). The results show 
that the errors are smaller with the 1337 detector than with the 1227. The responsivity of the 1337 detector is linear 
versus wavelength and it is similar to the unity quantum efficiency line. The 1227 detector has a lowered responsivity in 
the red and it is very different from a straight line. Also, the responsivity propagation errors are smaller when a narrow 
band LED (like the 692 nm peak LED) is measured compared to the errors with the 697 nm (peak) LED which has a 
much wider spectral distribution. Utilizing the above considerations, the responsivity errors can be kept small in the 
responsivity scale propagation even if a laser is used at calibration and an LED is applied at scale derivations or field 
applications. This conclusion will not apply if more LEDs with different spectral distributions are used in the test-sets. 
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Fig. 10. Spectral responsivity of two different Si detectors, and spectral power distributions of  
two LEDs with similar peak wavelengths. A laser line is also shown tuned to the 697 nm (peak) LED. 
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Table 1. 
Percent errors between LED integrated responsivity and laser responsivity measurements  

for two different LEDs and two different silicon photodiodes. 
 

INR (697 nm LED & 1227) 
--------------------------------- 
697 nm laser resp. of 1227 

INR (692 nm LED & 1227)
---------------------------------
692 nm laser resp. of 1227

INR (697 nm LED & 1337)
---------------------------------
697 nm laser resp. of 1337

INR(692 nm LED & 1337)
---------------------------------
692 nm laser resp. of 1337

 
4.6 % 

 
0.6 % 

 
2.8 % 

 
1 % 

 
 
3.1.2 Scale transfer from test-sets to goggles 

 
It is not enough to determine the radiance responsivity scale propagation uncertainties from the NIST NVRCF to the 
test-sets. When the radiance scale is propagated from the test-sets to the goggles, the spectral bandwidth of the test-set 
source distribution and the deviation of that from the source distributions at the goggle applications will have a major 
influence to the uncertainties of goggle calibrations and applications. The transfer-gain is one of the most important 
goggle characteristics that should be determined. It is the ratio of the output luminance (at the eye piece) to the input 
radiance viewed by the goggle. The luminance is usually transferred from the NIST photometric scale [14]. The 
luminance at the output depends on the goggle signal which depends not only on the test-set radiance but also on the 
radiance spectral distribution. In order to obtain the same (or similar) goggle transfer gains at both calibration and 
application(s), the test-set source distribution should be similar to the source distributions at night vision applications. 
 
Third generation (Gen-3) goggles are being used for military applications because of the high resolution and gain 
produced by improved image intensifier tubes and the Gallium Arsenide coated photocathode that enhanced the 
sensitivity (responsivity). These goggles can measure very low-level radiation from the visible to about 900 nm. Filters 
with a cut-on edge of about 600 nm and 630 nm are deposited on the input optics of Class-A and B goggles. The Class-
C goggles have a cut-on edge of about 660 nm, that allows the use of red cockpit lights without causing large goggle 
signals or saturation, and also a decreased narrow-band transmittance at about 550 nm (called leaky green) that allows 
the goggle user to see a green display (monitor) through the goggle.  
 
The radiance scale is transferred to the goggles from test-sets. A frequently used test-set light-source that irradiates the 
reticle-plane, is an LED that peaks around 815 nm. There are other test sets using a different LED type that peaks at 
about 690 nm. In both cases, the spectral power distribution of the LED covers only part of the wavelength range where 
the goggle is responsive. Also, in applications, where the goggles measure reflections under night sky irradiance, the 
spectral power distribution is much broader than that of a test-set LED.  According to the present calibration 
considerations, if one LED distribution is used (as a reference distribution) for all Gen-3 goggle calibrations, then the 
calibration results (the transfer gain of the goggle) will be uniform. The assumption here is that the individual goggle 
responsivities will not change significantly within the wavelength interval of the LED (of the test-set). Another problem 
is that the spectral distribution of the source to be measured by the goggle at applications is ignored. As an example, the 
night sky radiation is very different from the spectral power distribution of an LED. The night sky radiation has a very 
broad distribution that will cover the overall responsivity range of the goggle resulting in a much larger signal than the 
goggle signal for a given LED distribution (for normalized distributions). The larger goggle signal at application does 
not mean that the produced systematic error is in the good direction (that the transfer gain of the goggle will be much 
higher in field applications than at calibration) because in a correct goggle calibration, the source distribution should be 
similar to the distribution at applications. The goggle transfer-gain at calibration should be very similar to that at 
applications. A modeling is described below to estimate the errors for an LED source at calibration and the broad-band 
night sky radiation at application.  
 
The model shows the errors what an 815 nm LED source application (during calibration in the test sets) and the 
“constant goggle responsivity versus wavelength” assumption can produce in night sky irradiated measurements 
(applications). In the calculations, the night sky irradiance distributions for full-moon and no-moon (only stars) are used 
as source distributions during goggle applications. The normalized spectral power distribution of an 815 nm (peak) LED 
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with the two different night sky distributions (already shown in Figs. 2a and 2b) are used. In this model, the wavelength 
coverage for the calibration-source and application-source distributions is very different in the shown spectral range 
where the goggles are responsive. The different spectral resposivities of Gen-3 night vision goggles from the early 1990, 
the mid 1990, and present, have also been shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 also shows that the Class-A (standard and realized) 
filter transmittance (cut-on) curves that limit the goggle responsivities at the short wavelength end. All three goggles in 
Fig. 1 used in the modeling are used as Class-A goggles.  Their responsivities are calculated as the product of the cut-on 
filter transmittance (the ITT filter curve) and the real spectral responsivity of the three Gen-3 goggles as shown in 
Fig. 1. The goggle responsivities are normalized at their peaks. Also, the spectral distributions of the night sky radiation 
in Figs. 2a and 2b are normalized at their peaks to make the spectral products. First, the signal, which is the product of 
the goggle spectral responsivity and the source spectral distribution, was calculated for the (same) “Gen-3 present” 
responsivity and the three source distributions (the 815 nm LED, the full-moon irradiance, and the no-moon (stars only) 
irradiance). Then, the three different signals were compared by making two signal ratios to the reference signal (using 
the LED). The ratios in Table 2 show how large the goggle signal errors can be between calibration and (two) 
applications (using the “Gen-3 present” goggle).  Following that, the “Gen-3 mid 1990” and then the “Gen-3 early 
1990” goggle responsivities were substituted for the spectral products in the numerators (for both the full-moon and no-
moon source distributions) and the denominator of the ratios was the spectral product of the “Gen-3 present” goggle and 
the 815 nm LED (used at calibration in the model).  
 

Table 2. 
Calculated ratios (systematic measurement errors) of the “Gen-3 present” goggle signals (when measuring  
two different night sky radiation distributions) to its reference signal (when measuring the 815 nm LED). 

 
INR (Gen-3 present & full-moon) 
------------------------------------------ 

INR (Gen-3 present & 815 nm LED) 

INR (Gen-3 present & no-moon) 
------------------------------------------ 

INR (Gen-3 present & 815 nm LED) 
 

6.00 
 

1.41 
 
 
The calculation results show that a factor of six (equal to 500 %) error can be obtained with the “Gen-3 present” goggle 
when it is calibrated using an 815 nm LED and then applied to measure full-moon night sky radiation. When it 
measures no-moon (stars only) radiation distribution, the error (ratio) decreases to 1.41 which means a 41 % 
measurement error. This error is much smaller because of the very different distribution of the two night sky radiation 
curves as shown in Fig. 2a. The linear Y scale of Fig. 2b better illustrates that the no-moon radiation is much lower at 
the short wavelength range of the goggle than the full-moon radiation.  
 
In the second part of this model, the spectral responsivities of the two other Gen-3 goggles were substituted for the 
“Gen-3 present” goggle to model the errors caused by different goggle spectral responsivities. The INRs were calculated 
for both full moon and no-moon source distributions and were referenced again to the INR of “Gen-3 present” and the 
815 nm LED (as in Table 2). The ratios, that show the measurement errors using these other two goggles instead of the 
“Gen-3 present” goggle (with the assumption that only the “Gen-3 present” goggle was calibrated using the 815 nm 
LED source), are shown in Tables 3 and 4. 
 
 

Table 3. 
Calculated ratios (systematic measurement errors) of the “Gen-3 mid 1990” goggle signals (when measuring two 
different night sky source distributions) to the reference signal (the “Gen-3 present” measures the 815 nm LED). 

 
INR (Gen-3 mid 1990 & full-moon) 
------------------------------------------ 

INR (Gen-3 present & 815 nm LED) 

INR (Gen-3 mid 1990 & no-moon) 
------------------------------------------ 

INR (Gen-3 present & 815 nm LED) 
 

5.88 
 

1.26 
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Table 4. 
Calculated ratios (systematic measurement errors) of the “Gen-3 early 1990” goggle signals (when measuring two 
different night sky source distributions) to the reference signal (the “Gen-3 present” measures the 815 nm LED). 

 
INR (Gen-3 early 1990 & full-moon) 
------------------------------------------ 

INR (Gen-3 present & 815 nm LED) 

INR (Gen-3 early 1990 & no-moon) 
----------------------------------------- 

INR (Gen-3 present & 815 nm LED) 
 

6.54 
 

1.21 
 
 
 
The ratios, in Tables 3 and 4, show that substituting the “Gen-3 present” goggle (used for calibration) with two other 
Gen-3 goggles (of different spectral responsivities), the goggle measurement errors can change up to 20 % for no-moon 
and 54 % for full-moon distributions (related to the 6.00 and 1.41 ratios in Table 2 where the errors are caused by the 
different source distributions). 
 
All the errors calculated in Tables 2 to 4 are caused by spectral mismatch errors. In Table 2, the spectral mismatch of 
the applied night sky source distributions is large relative to the spectral distribution of the 815 nm LED (used at 
calibration). In Tables 3 and 4, the spectral mismatch is between the “Gen-3 early 1990” and “Gen-3 mid 1990” goggles 
relative to the “Gen-3 present” goggle (that represents the standard goggle spectral responsivity in this model).  
 
The above measurement errors can be lowered if the spectral mismatch is less. For Table 2, the errors can be drastically 
decreased if several LEDs are used in the test sets instead of the 815 nm LED. Since the full-moon and no-moon night 
sky distributions are very different, and any distribution can happen between these two extreme distributions, the best 
results can be obtained if the LED distributions in the test sets (using several LEDs) will mimic (roughly) the no-moon 
distribution. The no-moon distribution is the best choice for reference source distribution because it has the lowest 
irradiance where large measurement uncertainties are not allowed (to perform safe goggle operations). The goggle 
measurement uncertainties can be higher at full moon (or between no-moon and full-moon) radiation where the signals 
are much higher and the measurement uncertainty is less of a problem. 
 
For Tables 3 and 4, the measurement errors can be decreased if goggles are used with spectral responsivities similar to 
the standards Class A, B, or C. In field applications, the individual measurements of goggle relative spectral 
responsivities cannot be expected. If possible, goggles should be used with known typical relative spectral responsivities 
that are similar to each other (e.g. from the same fabrication batch). In this case, a broad-band correction factor can be 
used to further decrease the errors. This correction factor can be determined as shown below. 
 
The goggle (NVIS) radiance is:  
 

λλλ
λ

dNGR s )()(∫=       (4) 

where )(λsG is the normalized standard spectral radiance responsivity of the goggle, )(λN is the spectral radiance of 
the source measured, and λ is the wavelength. The signal of the goggle is: 
 

∫=
λ

λλλ dNGS )()(       (5) 

 
where )(λG is the (realized/fabricated) absolute spectral radiance responsivity of the goggle that measures 
the )(λN spectral radiance. The absolute radiance responsivity can be written as 
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)()()( λλ nGpeakGG ⋅=       (6) 
 
where )( peakG is the absolute radiance responsivity of the goggle at the peak and )(λnG is the normalized relative 
responsivity of the realized/fabricated goggle. The goggle broadband responsivity is the ratio of Eq. 5 to Eq. 4: 
 

∫
∫

==

λ

λ

λλλ

λλλ

dNG

dNGpeakG
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)()(
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The goggle calibration factor is the reciprocal of s and the broad-band (spectral mismatch) correction factor is: 
 

∫
∫
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λ
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)()()(       (8) 

 
In practice, a broad-band correction factor can be calculated from the typical normalized spectral responsivity curve of 
the goggle relative to the normalized spectral responsivity curve of the standard (such as Class-A). The source can be 
the no-moon (stars only) night sky distribution. If the realized/fabricated goggle spectral responsivity is equal to the 
standardized spectral responsivity of a goggle type (from Class A, B, or C), the correction factor is unity. In case, the 
relative spectral responsivity of the goggle is known (e.g. measured), the correction factor will compensate for the 
spectral mismatch errors. The correction factor also can be used when goggles that belong to two different classes (such 
as Class A or B) are used to measure similar source distributions and uniform measurement results are needed.  
 
While the errors calculated above have not been measured directly, the individual characteristics and functions, such as 
source distributions and spectral responsivities used in the calculations, were measured. The described modeling was the 
best approach to estimate the main goggle calibration and measurement uncertainties. 
 
 
3.2 Geometrical considerations 
 
In order to lower uncertainty in both the radiance responsivity calibration of the transfer standard radiometers (described 
in Section 2.3) and in the following radiance responsivity scale propagations, the traditionally used PVS-7 input optics 
was tested. This input optics which is a multi-element objective lens, was originally used for goggles where spatial 
distortions (aberrations) could lower the image quality. The PVS-7 input optics is also used at the front of the transfer 
standard radiometer where a good out-of-target rejection (radiation attenuation outside of the radiance measurement 
angle) would be more important than high image quality. An analysis has been made to improve the out-of-target 
blocking of the PVS-7 equipped radiometer using a simplified input optics of improved angular responsivity. The PVS-
7 input optics is still needed for the goggles. 
 
The radiance measurement angle depends on the front geometry of the radiometer. Figure 11 shows the radiance 
measurement scheme of the biconvex lens equipped radiometer. The solid angle Ωo of the S source as viewed 
(subtended) by the radiance measuring radiometer is usually not measured. Instead, the radiometer should have a well 
defined radiance measurement angle α. A radiance meter is usually a modified irradiance meter. At the output of the 
input optics, either the Si photodiode itself or an aperture can be used as a field stop (L).  In the shown example, there is 
an aperture of diameter D1 at the front of the Si photodiode. The diameter of the objective lens is D2 and f is the focal 
length of the biconvex lens. There is an aperture stop A with a diameter of D3 in front of the lens to limit the viewing 
field. This way, the input optics has a constant f#, equal to f/D3. The objective (biconvex) lens can be moved along the 
optical axis, relative to L to form an image of the (D4 diameter) measured area of source S in the plane of L. S must be 
larger than D4 to overfill L. According to the scheme on Fig. 11, the radiance measurement half-angle is: 
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)2(tan2 1
1 iD−=α         (9) 

 
where i is the image distance. If the object distance o between S and the center of the objective lens is much larger than 
i, then i = f = constant, otherwise i is different than f. In the radiometer shown in Fig. 5, no aperture was applied, and the 
photodiode was in the focal plane of the biconvex lens, that is the i = f condition has been achieved and α is constant.  
 
The angular responsivities of the same transfer standard radiometer head, when equipped with the two different input 
optics, are shown in Fig. 12 and 13. Using the biconvex lens, instead of the PVS-7 input optics, the out-of-target 
rejection could be improved by at least an order of magnitude at +/- 12 o and larger angles. The improvements are better 
illustrated on the logarithmic scale of Fig. 13. The linear scale on Fig. 12 shows that the field-of-view from the FWHM 
values is 15o for the PVS-7 and about 10 o for the biconvex-lens input optics.  
 
Using the simplified input optics with the more efficient out-of-target blocking, the distance dependence of the radiance 
responsivity (between the exit port of the integrating sphere and the input optics of the transfer standard radiometer) 
could be decreased from a 3.2 % change to less than 1 % during the (radiance responsivity) scale transfer.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 11. Radiance measurement scheme of the transfer standard radiometer when using a biconvex objective lens. 
 
 

 
For the night vision goggles, D1 is equal to the diameter of the photocathode (since no aperture is used in front of the 
goggle) which is significantly larger than the diameter of a silicon photodiode used (also without any aperture) in the 
transfer standard radiometer. Since α depends on D1, different size target spots can be obtained for the goggles and the 
transfer standard radiometers if the same PVS-7 input optics is used. The uncertainty of the scale transfer (from the 
transfer radiometer to the goggles) can be smaller if the input optics of the transfer standard radiometer (such as the 
biconvex lens) is designed such that the target spots of both the radiometer and the goggles are of similar sizes. This 
requirement can be important if the test-set radiance is spatially non-uniform. 
 
Since both the goggles and the transfer standard radiometers have large radiance measurement angles, the radiance 
source applied in the radiance responsivity transfer should overfill the acceptance angle of both the radiometers and the 
goggles. Integrating sphere sources can be used as transfer sources, however, the standard remains the transfer standard 
radiometer. Application of collimators should be avoided. Also, careful mechanical and optical alignments are 
necessary in each step of the calibration transfer to keep the calibration uncertainties low. 
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Fig. 12. Normalized angular responsivity of the NV  Fig. 13. Normalized angular responsivity of the NV 
radiometer in a linear scale when equipped either   radiometer in a logarithmic scale when equipped either 
with the biconvex lens or the PVS-7 input optics.  with the PVS-7 input optics or a biconvex lens. 

 
 
 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 
 

The NIST NVRCF has been developed and used on a regular basis to transfer the NIST reference radiance responsivity 
scale to the military primary standard laboratories. Spectral considerations have been discussed to obtain low 
uncertainties in the responsivity scale transfer to the test-sets and then to the goggles. A model showed that lasers can be 
used at radiance responsivity calibrations and scale transfers if the right detector spectral responsivity and test-set source 
distribution are used. However, use of only one LED type in the test-sets produces a significant spectral mismatch 
between calibration and applications. At applications, the goggles measure reflections of night sky radiation which has a 
much broader spectral distribution than that of the test-set LED. As a result of this spectral mismatch, a goggle will have 
different transfer-gains at calibration and applications. The goggle views a narrow-band LED distribution at calibration 
and measures a very different broad distribution at applications (night sky radiation). These errors have been modeled. 
The calculation results showed that 500 % error can be obtained with a Gen-3 goggle when it is calibrated using an 
815 nm LED and then applied to measure full-moon night sky radiation. When the same goggle measures no-moon 
(stars only) radiation distribution, the measurement error decreases to 41 %. In the second part of this model, the 
spectral responsivities of two Gen-3 goggles were substituted for a third Gen-3 goggle (the reference goggle in this 
model) to calculate the errors caused by the different goggle spectral responsivities. The calculations showed that the 
goggle measurement errors can change up to 20 % for no-moon and 54 % for full-moon night sky distributions when 
different goggles of the same type (uncalibrated in the model) are substituted for the reference goggle. The reason for 
these errors is the spectral mismatch between the two “test” goggles and the reference goggle.  
 
Suggestions are made to decrease the spectral mismatch between calibration and applications for both the source 
distributions and the goggle spectral responsivities. In order to decrease goggle measurement errors, it is suggested to 
use several LEDs with different distributions in the test sets instead of the 815 nm LED. Since the full-moon and no-
moon night sky distributions are very different, and all application distributions are between these two extreme 
distributions, the best results can be obtained if the LED distributions in the test sets will mimic (roughly) the no-moon 
distribution. This distribution has the lowest irradiance where large measurement uncertainties cannot be allowed to 
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perform safe goggle operations. The goggle measurement uncertainties can be allowed to be higher at other night sky 
radiations where the signals are much higher and increased measurement uncertainty is less of a problem. A broad-band 
correction factor was introduced for goggle calibrations (to further decrease measurement uncertainties) for applications 
where the spectral responsivity of the applied (test) goggle is different than that of the standard.  
 
Geometrical considerations have also been discussed to decrease uncertainties in the radiance responsivity transfer. The 
design of a simplified radiance measuring input optics was discussed with improved out-of-target rejection. The results 
of angular responsivity measurements illustrate the optimum radiance measurement angles and the improved radiance 
measuring characteristics of the NIST developed transfer standard radiometers.  
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